Numerical modelling of seismic motion in sedimentary basins often has to account for P-wave to S-wave speed ratios as large as five and even larger, mainly in sediments below groundwater level. Therefore, we analyse seven schemes for their behaviour with a varying P-wave to S-wave speed ratio. Four finite-difference (FD) schemes include (1) displacement conventional-grid, (2) displacement-stress partly-staggered-grid, (3) displacement-stress staggered-grid and (4) velocity-stress staggered-grid schemes. Three displacement finite-element schemes differ in integration: (1) Lobatto four-point, (2) Gauss four-point and (3) Gauss one-point. To compare schemes at the most fundamental level, and identify basic aspects responsible for their behaviours with the varying speed ratio, we analyse 2-D second-order schemes assuming an elastic homogeneous isotropic medium and a uniform grid. We compare structures of the schemes and applied FD approximations. We define (full) local errors in amplitude and polarization in one time step, and normalize them for a unit time. We present results of extensive numerical calculations for wide ranges of values of the speed ratio and a spatial sampling ratio, and the entire range of directions of propagation with respect to the spatial grid.
On accuracy of the FD and FE schemes
495 Kristek & Moczo (2006) presented a 1-D FD scheme that is based on the application of Geller & Takeuchi's (1998) optimally accurate FD operators to the heterogeneous strong-form equation of motion developed by Moczo et al. (2002) . They numerically compared the scheme with two other FD schemes that approximate the heterogeneous strong-form equation of motion-one using conventional second-order FD operators, the other using staggered-grid fourth-order FD operators. Moczo et al. (2007a) developed a 3-D optimally accurate (satisfying the criterion by Geller & Takeuchi 1995) scheme with symmetric operators. Numerical tests of the scheme indicated insufficient accuracy in media with large P-wave to S-wave speed ratio. The unexpected problem led us to investigate the accuracy of FD schemes with respect to the varying P-wave to S-wave speed ratio.
Let us point out that numerical modelling of earthquake ground motion in sedimentary basins and valleys often has to account for the P-wave to S-wave speed ratios as large as five and even larger, mainly in sediments below groundwater level. The ratio can attain values larger than 10-unconsolidated lake sediments in Ciudad de México are a good example. At the same time, properties of FD schemes (and not only the FD schemes, in fact) with respect to the varying P-wave to S-wave speed ratio have not been sufficiently and consistently analysed yet.
In this study, we focus on the accuracy of FD and FE schemes with respect to the P-wave to S-wave speed ratio (say, r). We aim to identify and select the very basic inherent aspects of the schemes responsible for their behaviour with varying r and to compare different schemes at the most fundamental level. Therefore, we have to analyse the basic second-order 2-D numerical schemes on a uniform grid in a homogeneous medium. The second-order can be (practically) considered as the basic order of approximation, and the effect of r (or the Poisson's ratio) does not exist in a 1-D elastodynamic problem. We investigate four FD and three FE schemes.
(1) FD displacement on a conventional grid (FD_D_CG), (2) FD displacement-stress on a partly-staggered grid (FD_DS_PSG), (3) FD displacement-stress on a staggered grid (FD_DS_SG), (4) FD velocity-stress on a staggered grid (FD_VS_SG), (5) FE with Lobatto four-point integration (FE_L), (6) FE with Gauss four-point integration (FE_G) and (7) FE with Gauss one-point integration (FE_G1).
Unlike previous analyses of accuracy, we do not investigate the grid dispersion. Instead, we define and calculate (full) local errors of the schemes in amplitude and polarization in one time integration step. Because different schemes use different time steps (according to appropriate stability conditions), we normalize errors for a unit time. The normalization allows a direct comparison of errors of different schemes. We perform extensive numerical calculations for wide ranges of values of r and spatial sampling ratio, and for the entire range of directions of propagation with respect to the spatial grid.
In parallel with the analysis of the numerical results, we compare the numerical schemes themselves in terms of their inherent structures and applied FD approximations.
Although and, at the same time, because the schemes are the simplest possible, we find the differences between the schemes very interesting and somehow surprising.
E Q UAT I O N S O F M O T I O N
Consider a Cartesian coordinate system (x, z) and a homogeneous perfectly elastic isotropic medium. Let ρ denote density, and λ and µ, Lamé elastic moduli. Let displacement components u x , u z , particle-velocity components v x , v z and stress-tensor components σ xx , σ zz , σ xz be functions of the spatial coordinates x, z and time t. Let
The DS formulation of the equations of motion is then
The D formulation is obtained by substituting the stress-tensor components in the two first equations.
The VS formulation is an alternative to the DS formulation:
Whereas the FDM is usually applied to one of the above strong forms of the equations of motion, the FEM (e.g. Zienkiewicz & Taylor 1989; Hughes 2000; Moczo et al. 2007a) solves the weak form of the equation of motion. Consider volume of a medium with boundary Ŵ and prescribed traction (h x , h z ) on part of boundary Ŵ, say Ŵ N . Then the weak form of the equation of motion is
Eqs (5) have to be satisfied for all possible choices of weight functions w.
The P-wave and S-wave speeds are
and we denote the ratio of the speeds by r and Poisson's ratio by ν,
N U M E R I C A L S C H E M E S
We can solve systems of eqs (2)- (5) for an unbounded medium using a variety of numerical schemes. As we already pointed out in the Introduction, we want to analyse and compare the essential inherent features and differences between the numerical schemes in their behaviour with respect to the P-wave to S-wave speed ratio. Therefore, we have to analyse the most basic formulations in terms of the order of approximation (second-order) and dimensionality (2-D). We will investigate seven different basic and most common numerical schemes on a uniform grid and for a homogeneous medium. We will consider FD and FE schemes constructed on three different spatial grids-conventional, partly-staggered and staggered. The three grids are depicted in Fig. 1 . The grids are uniform with a grid spacing h in both directions. Time is discretized uniformly with t being a time step. U Figure 1 . Three types of the spatial grids considered in this study. Left-hand side: conventional grid-both displacement components, U x and U z , are located at each gridpoint (position). Centre: partly-staggered grid-both displacement components U x and U z or particle-velocity components V x and V z share the same gridpoints, whereas all stress-tensor components, S x x , S zz and S x z share other gridpoints. Right-hand side: staggered grid-each of the quantities has its own grid position except S x x and S zz sharing one grid position.
On accuracy of the FD and FE schemes 497 3.1 Scheme solving strong-form equations of motion for displacement on the conventional grid-FD_D_CG A displacement conventional FD scheme for solving eqs (3) is obtained if derivatives in eqs (3) are replaced by standard second-order centred FD formulae (8) and (9) approximating second non-mixed and mixed derivatives. We denote the scheme as FD_D_CG. The scheme for the x-component, eq. (15), is shown together with all other schemes for a more convenient visual comparison of the schemes.
[
3.2 Schemes solving weak-form equations of motion for displacement on the conventional grid-FE_L, FE_G and FE_G1
Consider quadrilateral elements with four nodes in vertices and with bilinear shape functions. In the case of a uniform grid (mesh), the elements become squares. In an application of the FE method to eqs (5) on the uniform grid we can use analytic or numerical integration. We considered three different integrations: standard Gauss four-point integration, reduced Lobatto four-point integration and reduced Gauss one-point integration. The Gauss four-point integration is exact in the case of the uniform grid and homogeneous medium. It leads to a computational scheme, say FE_G, eq. (16). The use of the Lobatto four-point integration (reduced integration, see, e.g. Zienkiewicz & Taylor 1989; Hughes 2000) leads to a computational scheme, say FE_L, which is exactly the same as FD_D_CG, that is, eq. (15). (We recall that we assume a homogeneous medium and uniform spatial grid.) Finally, the Gauss one-point integration is the simplest possible reduced integration. The corresponding scheme, say FE_G1, is given by eq. (17). Let us note that we use the term 'conventional grid' also for these three schemes to account for the fact that both displacement components are at all gridpoints (i.e. FE nodes), and stress-tensor components are not explicitly treated.
Scheme solving strong-form displacement-stress equations of motion on the partly-staggered grid-FD_DS_PSG
The equations in the DS formulation, eqs (2), can be solved by the DS FD scheme on the partly-staggered grid. First, we replace the second time derivatives using formula (8), and the first spatial derivatives of the stress-tensor components using formulae (10). We obtain a FD scheme for updating the displacement components. Then, we replace all discrete stress-tensor components on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of the obtained scheme by their FD approximations. The approximations are obtained from the third to fifth equations of system (2) using formulae (10).
This results in the FD scheme in which only displacement components appear. This fact is due to the DS formulation-eqs (2) do not include time derivatives of the stress-tensor components. We will call the scheme FD_DS_PSG. The scheme for the x-component is given by eq. (17). Note that the scheme is identical with the FE_G1.
Scheme solving strong-form displacement-stress equations of motion on the staggered grid-FD_DS_SG
The equations in the DS formulation, eqs (2), can also be solved by the DS FD scheme on the staggered grid. First, we replace the second time derivatives using formula (8), and the first spatial derivatives of the stress-tensor components using formulae (11),
Then, we replace all discrete stress-tensor components on the r.h.s. of the obtained scheme by their FD approximations. The approximations are obtained from the third to fifth equations of system (2) using formulae (11). This results in the FD scheme in which only displacement 498 P. Moczo et al. components appear. As in the case of the FD_DS_PSG scheme, this fact is due to the DS formulation-eqs (2) do not include time derivatives of the stress-tensor components. We will call this scheme FD_DS_SG. The scheme for the x-component is given by eq. (18).
Scheme solving strong-form velocity-stress equations of motion on the staggered grid-FD_VS_SG
The equations in the VS formulation (4) can be solved by the VS scheme on the staggered grid. In the first and second equations of system (4), we replace the first time derivatives using formula (12),
and the first spatial derivatives of the stress-tensor components using formulae (11). Then, we replace all discrete stress-tensor components on the r.h.s. of the obtained scheme by their FD approximations. The approximations are obtained from the third to fifth equations of system (4) using formulae (11) and (12). In the resulting scheme, both discrete particle-velocity and stress-tensor components appear. Unlike the schemes solving DS formulation, the stress-tensor components appear in the resulting scheme because the VS formulation involves time derivatives of the stress-tensor components. We will call the scheme FD_VS_SG. We could easily include also a VS FD scheme on the partly-staggered grid. We do not do it because the inclusion would not provide any new conclusion compared to that obtained from comparison FD_DS_PSG and FD_DS_SG.
For convenience, the abbreviations and characteristics of all treated numerical schemes are summarized in Table 1 .
To make the presentation of the all schemes concise, define auxiliary operators.
Then, the schemes can be written in the concise and unified forms. 
FE_G1 , FD_DS_PSG
Schemes for the z-component of displacement and particle velocity are obtained simply by interchanging x and z in both components and auxiliary operators. It is interesting to compare the seven numerical schemes. FD_D_CG and FE_L are identical. FE_G is more complicated than FD_D_CG/FE_L but, in fact, it differs from the two schemes only in approximating the second non-mixed spatial derivative. For example, the second non-mixed spatial derivative at gridpoint (I , L) in the x-direction is approximated by a weighted average of the standard centred FD formulae along three grid lines with z-indices, L − 1, L and L + 1. FD_DS_PSG and FE_G1 are identical and have the same structure as FE_G. The only difference is in the values of the weighting coefficients. The only difference between FD_D_CG/FE_L and FD_DS_SG is in approximating the second mixed derivative. Both schemes use discrete values at corners of a grid square but FD_D_CG's square is 2h × 2h, whereas FD_DS_SG's square is h × h. FD_VS_SG differs from FD_DS_SG, apart from the displacements and particle velocities, only in approximating time derivative. All the schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2 , which clearly visualizes relatively small differences between them.
P L A N E S -WAV E P R O PA G AT I O N B Y T H E N U M E R I C A L S C H E M E S
Because modelling P-wave propagation does not pose a problem, we will consider propagation of a harmonic plane S wave in an unbounded homogeneous medium. Let ω be the angular frequency, k x and k z components of the wavenumber vector, and δ the angle between the z-axis and direction of propagation of the plane wave. The plane wave is defined by the following relations for the displacement:
The plane wave is illustrated in Fig. 3 . To obtain numerical schemes specified for the plane-wave propagation we need to substitute expressions for the displacement, particle-velocity and stress-tensor components at some central grid position and neighbouring grid positions in the schemes (15)-(19). They are
Let us emphasize that eqs (20) and (21) are exact (analytical) expressions for the displacement, particle velocity and stress of the plane wave in the homogeneous unbounded medium. Consider we obtain a scheme for the considered plane wave FD_D_CG, FE_L
FD_D_CG (eq. 15). With
Analogously, we obtain the other schemes FE_G
FE_G1, FD_DS_PSG
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L O C A L E R R O R S O F T H E N U M E R I C A L S C H E M E S
Without any loss of generality, consider for simplicity x I = 0, z L = 0 and t m = 0. We can define a local relative error by comparing exact solution (21) for the considered plane wave and numerical solutions-both evaluated at x I = 0, z L = 0 and t m+1 = t. The numerical solutions are obtained from eqs (23)- (27) and corresponding equations for the z-components of the displacement and particle velocity. We recall that eqs (23)- (27) were obtained from numerical schemes (15) 
where U x , U z , u x , u z are evaluated at x I = 0, z L = 0, t m+1 = t. Because different numerical schemes use different time steps t, we normalize the error for a unit time. The use of square of t corresponds to the second-order approximation to the time derivative in the equation of motion. The normalization allows a direct comparison of errors of different schemes. It is easy to see that
Because the exact solution for the particle velocity is
the error for FD_VS_SG is defined using the imaginary parts of the exact and numerical solutions. Then
The errors in the direction of the displacement and particle-velocity vectors (i.e. in polarization) can be defined as
and
For brevity, we will call this error 'an error in angle'. Considering grid spacing h and wavelength λ, we can define a spatial sampling ratio s,
Then
A stability condition for any of the considered numerical schemes can be written in the form
where is a function of the grid spacing, and P-wave and S-wave speeds. If we define a stability ratio p, 
and the time step can be expressed as
Quantities ω t, γ and t entering schemes (23)- (27) and consequently also local errors (29) and (31)- (33) are summarized in Table 2 .
Consider definitions of the local errors (29), (31)- (33), numerical schemes (23)- (27), relations (36) and quantities in Table 2 . We can see that if the definitions of the errors did not include factor 1/( t) 2 , that is, if the errors were not normalized for the unit time, the local errors would be functions of the spatial sampling ratio s, stability ratio p, P-wave to S-wave speed ratio r and angle δ determining direction of propagation. This would be exactly as one would expect from the very beginning. Because, however, definitions of the local errors are normalized for unit time (for the reason explained before), they do include factor 1/( t) 2 . Table 2 shows two alternative expressions for the time step t. The one in the left-hand column explicitly depends on h/β, and the one in the right-hand column on λ/β. Correspondingly, we can distinguish two possibilities.
In the first possibility, medium (represented by β) and the grid (represented by h) are fixed. The ratio h/β is constant and the same for all schemes. We can omit this ratio and calculate a modified local error as
where ε stands for any of the errors (29), (31)- (33). Error ε ′ is a function of the spatial sampling ratio s, stability ratio p, speed ratio r and angle δ. For fixed values of p, r and δ, and varying s, ε ′ quantifies local error as a function of S-wave wavelength (or frequency) for the fixed medium and grid.
In the second possibility, medium and wavelength λ are fixed. The ratio λ/β is constant and the same for all schemes. We can omit this ratio and calculate a modified local error as
where ε stands for any of the errors (29), (31)-(33). Error ε ′′ is a function of the spatial sampling ratio s, stability ratio p, speed ratio r and angle δ. For fixed values of p, r and δ, and varying s and ε ′′ quantifies local error as a function of the grid spacing h for the fixed medium and S-wave wavelength (or frequency).
Error ε ′ (s) quantifies local error, as it can be 'seen' in one simulation (one medium, one grid). Error ε ′′ (s) quantifies local error for a fixed wavelength as a function of grid spacing h (s = h/λ, λ = const) and is, thus, more suitable for finding value of s for which the local error should not be larger than a reasonable (desired) value. It follows from eqs (42) and (43) that
N U M E R I C A L R E S U LT S
Figs 4 and 5 show local error ε ′ of the investigated numerical schemes as a function of angle δ determining direction of propagation of the plane S wave. The error was calculated for one value of the stability ratio, p = 0.9, three values of the spatial sampling ratio, s ∈ {1/12, 1/15, 1/18} and three values of the P-wave to S-wave speed ratio, r ∈ {1.42, 5, 10}. p = 0.9 was chosen as a reasonable value close to the maximum possible size of the time step. Speed ratio r = 1.42 is the minimum possible value of the P-wave to S-wave speed ratio, r = 5 is a common value in surface sediments, mainly under the water level and r = 10 is not the maximum possible value in unconsolidated surface water-saturated sediments. In other words, r ≥ 5 often have to be accounted for in the numerical modelling of seismic motion in sedimentary basins and valleys. Fig. 4 shows local error ε ′ in amplitude. As expected, for given r and δ, the error of each numerical scheme monotonously decreases with the decreasing spatial sampling ratio s. compared to errors of other schemes for r = 5 and r = 10. For given δ and s, error of FD_D_CG/FE_L is considerably larger than the error of FE_G.
Clearly, Fig. 4 illustrates important properties of the investigated numerical schemes with respect to the P-wave to S-wave speed ratio r: In general, errors of FD_DS_SG and FD_VS_SG are very close and least sensitive to variation in r and direction of propagation δ, and they are (in comparison to other schemes) small. FD_D_CG/FE_L and FE_G have significantly large errors (in comparison to other schemes) for larger r for directions other than directions of the coordinate axes (the largest errors being in the direction of plane diagonal). 
Local error in angle H c Fig. 5 shows local error ε ′ in angle (polarization). As expected, for given r and δ, the error of each numerical scheme monotonously decreases with the decreasing spatial sampling ratio s. As also expected, the maximum absolute value of error of each scheme is for δ = (45/2)
• . For given δ and s, the absolute value of error of each scheme increases with the increasing speed ratio r. The schemes clearly split into two groups. FD_DS_SG and FD_VS_SG have very close positive errors, whereas FD_D_CG/FE_L, FE_G and FD_DS_PSG/FE_G1 have very close negative errors and their absolute values are larger than absolute values of errors of FD_DS_SG and FD_VS_SG. Overall, the errors in angle of different schemes do not differ as dramatically as the errors in amplitude do for larger values of the speed ratio r. It is interesting that for given δ and s the ratio between absolute values of the errors of any two schemes is independent of the speed ratio r.
Given the dramatic differences between errors in amplitude, it is interesting to illustrate equivalent spatial sampling ratios (i.e. such spatial sampling ratios for which the errors of schemes are equal/comparable). Fig. 6 , the left-hand column, shows errors in amplitude of FD_VS_SG and FE_G. For reasons explained in the previous section, it is reasonable to consider error ε ′′ . Spatial sampling ratio s = 1/30 (i.e. 30 grid spacings per wavelength) has to be used with FE_G if the maximum absolute value of error should not be larger than the maximum absolute value of error of FD_VS_SG with s = 1/12 for r = 5. For r = 10 FE_G needs s = 1/68 to become comparable with FD_VS_SG with s = 1/12. As it is clear from Fig. 4 , FD_D_CG/FE_L would need even a considerably smaller spatial sampling ratio. 
C O N C L U S I O N S
We analysed seven numerical schemes for their behaviour with a varying P-wave to S-wave speed ratio (i.e. indirectly, with a varying Poisson's ratio).
FD schemes are as follows:
(1) displacement on a conventional grid (FD_D_CG), (2) displacement-stress on a partly-staggered grid (FD_DS_PSG), (3) displacement-stress on a staggered grid (FD_DS_SG) and (4) velocity-stress on a staggered grid (FD_VS_SG).
FE schemes are as follows:
(1) with Lobatto four-point integration (FE_L), (2) with Gauss four-point integration (FE_G) and (3) with Gauss one-point integration (FE_G1).
To identify very basic inherent aspects of the schemes responsible for their behaviour with varying r, and to compare different types of schemes at the most fundamental level, we analysed schemes that are basic in terms of the order of approximation second-order, and dimensionality, 2-D, for an elastic homogeneous isotropic medium and a uniform grid. We presented all the schemes in a unified form.
Because the spatial sampling has to account for the S wave, we considered propagation of plane S wave and derived specific schemes. We defined (full) local errors of the schemes in amplitude and polarization in one time step. Because different schemes use different time steps (following the appropriate stability conditions), we normalized the errors for a unit time. The normalization enabled us to directly compare errors of the investigated schemes.
Accuracy of the FD scheme on the conventional grid, FD_D_CG, strongly depends on r. A computationally efficient application to sedimentary basins with a large speed ratio is practically impossible.
Errors of the FD schemes on the staggered grid, FD_DS_SG and FD_VS_SG, are very close and small (in comparison to other schemes). The difference in errors is just due to different time integrations in the schemes. The errors are practically insensitive to variation in r.
Considering the negligible difference between errors of FD_DS_SG and FD_VS_SG, schemes FD_D_CG (displacement scheme on the conventional grid, eq. 15) and FD_DS_SG (displacement-stress on the staggered grid eq. 18) can be considered representative of the significantly different behaviours with varying r. The only apparent difference between the two schemes is in the way of approximating the second mixed spatial derivative. Where does it come from? In deriving FD_DS_SG, only one and the same approximation formula is applied to all the first spatial derivatives. It is not so in FD_D_CG: one approximation formula is applied to the first spatial derivative in deriving the approximation to the second non-mixed derivative, whereas a different approximation formula is applied to the first spatial derivative in deriving the approximation to the second mixed derivative. The 'heterogeneity' in approximating the first spatial derivatives seems to be the key factor causing the sensitivity of the scheme to varying r and the inaccuracy of the scheme for large r.
Our results indicate that not only displacement FD schemes on the conventional grid but also displacement FE schemes on the conventional grid are inaccurate in media with a large P-wave to S-wave speed ratio if commonly used spatial sampling is applied. FE_G1, identical with FD_DS_PSG, is an exception but (as it is well known) the scheme suffers from the presence of the hour-glass modes that have to be artificially suppressed.
The dimensionality of the problem hardly plays a role. In other words, we think that these results are also valid for the second-order 3-D FD and FE displacement schemes. Thus the results indicate that the application of these schemes to real sedimentary basins in general requires sufficiently fine spatial grids--considerably finer than usually applied.
Clearly, this study has to be complemented by a one focusing on the higher-order 3-D schemes to see how the higher order approximations in the investigated types of schemes affect the behaviour with respect to the varying P-wave to S-wave speed ratio. Based on the presented analysis and also our preliminary investigations, we envisage that the higher order itself will not help.
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